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WELLNESS COURSE
PROPOSED IN CUSG SENATE
Class u,ould cover the seven
principles ofu,ellness
Tessa Schwan.e

Senior StajfWriter
Student
Senator
Janay Crosland proposed a
resolution for a new wellness
course during last Monday's
Clemson
Undergraduate
Student
Government
(CUSG) Senate meeting.
"Today, I will be
presenting the Wellness
Resolution in order to gain
your support for the creation
of a one credit wellness
class on our campus, most
likely under special topics,
that will focus on the seven
pillars of wellness," Crosland
said. The seven pillars of
wellness are social, physical,
spiritual,
occupational,
environmental, intellectual
and emotional.
Crosland, a s<lphomore
early childhood education
major, is taking a Creative
Inquiry (CI) dass that
focuses on these pillars.
She said that the class is
making a syllabus «that will
encompass all of the seven
pillars . . . and strive to take
Clemson to the next level."
The wellness course
would be in lecture form.
"[The CI] may be in
jeopardy of losing some of
the money ... that we use to
buy fitbits," Crosland said.
A Fitbit is a bracelet that
tracks "your steps, distance,
calories burned and active
minutes,"
according
to
https://www.fitbit.com/alta.
Crosland also cited
recent changes in colleges as
a reason for a lecture course.
"With restructuring of
our colleges, we feel that it is
a perfect time to present our
ideas to the administration,"
Crosland said.
In
October
2015,
the Board of Trustees
approved a re-alignment of
the university's academic
departments into a seven
college structure, according
to the Greeville News.
The College of Health
and Human Development
became the College of
Behavioral,
Social
and
Health Sciences. Crosland
said that the CI has
discussed the placement
of the wellness course

in one college.
"We
are
currently
consulting
with
the
Department
of
Parks,
Recreation and Tourism
Management and the Food
and
Nutrition
Science
faculty,
and
they
are
reviewing our curriculum,"
Crosland said. The course
may be placed in the
"Special Topics" category.
"We
realize
that
we don't want just one
demographic of students
to benefit from this. We
want everyone to benefit,"
Crosland said. "That's why
we decided to put it into
special topics."
Mental
health
is
another factor that Crosland
considered in drafting the
resolution: "With mental
health being such an
important issue on
our campus, we
feel that a

wellness
course
would definitely
be a benefit to all the
students," Crosland said.
The
course
would
cover financial matters,
including how to balance
a checkbook, as well as
spiritual matters. Crosland
said the class would focus
more on spirituality than
religion.
"We don't want to
sit and cry to tell people

that they have to claim a
religion or claim a type
of spirituality," Crosland
said. "We basically want
to provide education · on
the
difference
between
spirituality and religion, and
be really broad based to not
have any biases." Crosland
said that the course is
about education more than
anything else.
Part
of
Crosland's
presentation
was
about
Clemson's
programs
at
peer institutions. Furman
University has a wellness
course
requirement
for
graduation. Their website
lists a course centered around
the "importance of body
and mind" as part of general
education studies to support
Furman's mission statement

about showing commitment
to "develop the whole person
- intellectually, physically,
socially, emotionaliy and
spiritually."
University of South
Carolina has a department
called "Campus Wellness"
that
is
dedicated
to

supporting healthy lifestyles
for all members of the USC
community. The department
offers drop-in appointments
and workshops that focus
on physical exercise, stress
and
time
management
and
tobacco
cessation
and treatment.
Crosland
said
conversations had taken
place about pairing the
wellness
course
with
the mandatory CUl000
library courses.
Crosland has presented
the idea to the office of Vice
President of Student Affairs
Almeda Jacks, Associate
Vice President and former
CUSG advisor Dr.George
N . Smith and Interim Dean
of the College of Health,
Education
and
Human
Development Dr. Brett
White.
"They all believe
that we need
m o r e
student

support,"
Crosland
said.
A motion was made
and seconded during
the Senate meeting to send
the bill back to Academic
Affairs
Committee.
Crosland said the bill will
receive its second read at
next Monday's meeting
when a vote may occur.
CUSG Senate meets
every Monday at 7 p.m. in
the Senate Chambers at the
Student Union.

HLTH 2500 - Health and Fitness (3)
PSVC 2500 - Pursuing Happiness (3)
PSVC 4800 - Health Psychology (3)
REL 3300 - Contemporary Issues in Religion (3)
PRT:M 2600 - Foundations of Rec. Therapy (3)
LS 2350 - Basic Yoga (1)

CUSG meetings in Senate Chambers are open to public.

A call to
order
HowCUSG
ineetings run
Justin Lee Campbell
News Editor

motion, say 'aye,"' the senate

The
Clemson
Undergraduate
Student
Government
(CUSG)
Senate conducts weekly
meetings on Mondays in
the Student Union. Senate
members and the vice
president gather at 7 p.m . in
the Senate Chambers, where
the meetings are open to
the public.
The senate president
runs the meetings and
begins them with a call to
order by banging a gavel,
calling for silence. Once
the room is quiet, the vice
president gives an invocation
or prayer, which cannot
be specific to one religion
per
Clemson's
Public
Prayer Policy.
"Clemson University is
a multicultural community,
and
because
students,
faculty and staff are of
many different religious
persuasions, prayers given
at
University-sponsored
public events should be
nonsectarian," according to
the Student Handbook.
After the invocation,
the senate stands to recite
the Pledge of Allegiance and
then roll is called.
Following roll call, the
senate president offers the
previous meeting's minutes,
or official notes, to the
senate body and asks for
a motion to approve the
minutes.
Motions are formal
proposals in the senate.
When a motion is made,
the senate president asks
if someone seconds the
motion. If the motion is
seconded, then the Senate
has a voice vote.

president says. Senators in
favor of the motion then
say 'aye.' "All opposed to
the motion, say 'nay,'" the
senate president says, and
the same process occurs.
Once the minutes are
approved, the Calendar of
Special Orders is addressed .
This is a list of agenda
items that are unique to
that meeting. A recent
example is presentations
for Capital Improvement
projects, which are lasting
investments that aim "to
improve the quality of the
Clemson experience and
benefit all members of
the Clemson community,"
according to mycusg.com.
The proposals during
the Feb. 15 meeting were
funding requests from a
senator for refinishing the
"Scroll of Honor" across
from Memorial Stadium and
by Clemson Makerspace for
new 3D printers. However,
not all meetings have
special orders.
After
the
approval
of minutes or special
orders, reports are given
by the heads of each senate
committee, which are as
follows: Academic Affairs,
Athletics, Campus Life,
Finance and Procedures,
Health and Human Services,
Transportation and Facilities
and University Services.
Committee chairs provide
the senate with updates
on projects, information
about
future
meetings
with administration and
reminders regarding pieces
of legislation and events.
Following each report,
the senate president opens
the floor to a question and

"All in favor of the
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DERULO COMES TO DEATH VALLEY
Sarah Kait Hollenbeck

Asst. News Editor
TigerPaw Productions
and Clemson Undergraduate
Student
Government
(CUSG)
announced
Wednesday that Jason Derulo
will perform in Death Valley
on April 16. Smallpools and
an unknown 'special guest'
will accompany Derulo.
Student tickets for the
concert will go on sale for
students Friday at 10 a.m.,
and general public tickets
will be available at 10 a.m. on
Saturday. Ticket prices range
from $55 to $61.
CUSG Vice President

said
at
Shaq Thomas
Monday's Senate meeting
that CUSG is receiving 120
free tickets.
-·
Thomas
also
said
that CUSG and TigerPaw
Productions
are
excited
to partner for the Spring
Scene concert.
"Through
this
partnership, we have been
able to make the event bigger
and better while hosting the
first concert in Death Valley
in almost 20 years," Thomas
said. "The experience has been
great, and we look forward
to future sponsorships and
partnerships for the Spring
Scene show in the future."

Students are divided on
Derulo. Alexis Anthony, a
food science major, is excited
for the performance. "I think
I'm going to get tickets
because my birthday is the
day before," Anthony said.
"It should be a lot of fun."
Dennis
Chan,
a
biological sciences major,
likes that the concert will be
in Death Valley but is less
excited about the performer.
'Tm not a big fan," Chan
said. "I liked some of his
older music."
Another
biological
sciences
major,
Amanda
Crayne, likes that Derulo is
the performer, but feels less

confident about others."No
one really wants to go,"
Crayne said.
Sheldon
Swofford,
a
forestry
major,
was
disappointed in the decision
to have Derulo in the valley.
"I don't like Jason Derulo,"
Swofford said "They should
have gotten someone else."
Dorothea
Dinius,
a
psychology major, said that
she would attend the concert
if she had the money but
"wish they had someone
newer coming."
Tickets
can
be
purchased at the Hendrix
Student
Center
or
at ticketmaster.com.
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answer period. Senators
with questions raise their
hands, and the senate
president calls on them. If
a senator has more than one
question, then the senator
asks the committee heads
if they are "open to a series
of questions."
Members of the gallery,
or the public, require a
senator's assistance in order
to be allowed to speak. To
open the gallery, a senator
has to make a motion that
must be seconded in order
for the senate to vote. If the
senate approves the motion,
the gallery is
opened
and the senate president
acknowledges the person
who would like to address
the senate.
When
the
last
committee report is over,

the senate officers provide
reports. The officers are
the
secretary,
president
pro-tempore,
srudent
body vice president and
senate president.
After
the
officer
reports, the senate addresses
Old Business, resolutions
and bills that have come
up in previous meetings,
and then New Business,
items that have not been
presented to the Senate.
Resolutions are "statements,
recommendations,
or
proposals regarding any
University
act1v1ty
that
rhe Student Senate has
deemed
necessary
for
student input," according
to the CUSG legislative
branch bylaws. Resolution
No. 16 from last Monday's
meeting is a proposal

to extend dining hours
in
Harcombe.
A
bill
is
legislation
that,
if
passed,
would
result
in the senate's
taking
action. Senate Bill No. 42
is for the confirmation
of
CUSG
Supreme
Court justices.
Before
the
senate
adjourns,
meeting
the floor is open to
announcements. Based on
this semester's meetings,
the announcements portion
is an informal opportunity
for senators to inform their
peers of outside projects,
such as Greek Life events,
CUSG
Chipot!e
Night
and Candy Grams for
Valentine's Day.
The next CUSG Senate
meeting is Feb. 29 at 7 p.m.
in the Student Union.
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Kanye West has recently made comments about fans
illegally streaming music.

Jay-Z's music streaming
service Tidal hit another pitfall
this month afi:er the botched
release of Kanye West's new
albwn "The Llfe of Pablo"
(TIOP). Sidestepping Kanye's
personal commitment to creating
TIOP's
failed
controversy,
launch should be taken as a sign
ofwhat is to come for the service,
even as more artists jwnp to
become co-owners.
Unfortunately,
the
company is not keeping up with
its major competitors, Spotify
and Apple Music, because
their underlying asswnptions
are wrong.
Tidal asswnes that music
lovers will pay a premiwn so
musicians will get what they
rightly deserve. This is true to
some degree, as evidenced by
the
crowd-funding website
BandCamp. However, the music
loving layperson generally doesn't
have enough ofan encercainmenc
budget to subscribe to multiple
streaming services.
Once purchased, the cost
of switching to another service
increases because the music
library built in one music service
needs to be transferred to the new
service. Tidal's main advantage
- artist exclusives -- may not be
enough to encourage conswners
to switch services, especially
when pirated music is so
readily available.
As one of these laypeople, it

is a little insulting to hear Jay-Z
say in an interview with Billboard,
"People are nor respecting the
music, and [are] devaluing it and
devaluing what it really means.
People really feel like music is
free, but will pay $6 for water.
You can drink water free out of
the tap, and it's good water. But
they're OK paying for it. It's just
the mind-set right now."
In insulting loyal music
lovers, Jay-Z confuses respecr
with value. To begin, piracy is
stealing; it shaves profits from
artists and production companies
that invested time, energy and
money into creating a product.
Listeners reveal how much they
respect music through their
downloading behavior. The most
savvy music conswners know
how to find an illegal copy of
almost any music they might
want, at no cost and little risk.
Because this alternative
exists, the simple act of paying
for music at all, whether through
streaming services or album
purchase, reveals at least in some
way the conswner's support of
the artist. To use Jay-Z's analogy,
pirated music is the "free" tap
water, and people who pay for
water are the artist supporters.
The fact that consumers make
music purchases to begin with
shows they care about musicians
receiving the money they deserve
for their work. People don't feel
that music is free; they know it is.
That's the mind-sec right now.
This is a grim revelation,
and one that has been killing

the music industry since pirated
music became so readily available.
Musicians are now receiving
the compensation char their
funs believe they deserve in the
current marker.
This returns us to Tidal's
unfortunate asswnption. Simply
paying for music is the cost
that music-lovers will cake on
to support their favorite artist.
Once they decide co pay for their
music, they will flock to the best
service available. Whether song
streaming dividends to artists are
generous does nor matter to the
conswner as much as the quality
of the streaming service, which is
where Tidal falls short.
Like most things, this brings
us back to Kanye. The streaming
company's failure to execute
on its only major competitive
advantage reveals why Tidal is
losing in the music streaming
industry.
Albwn
exclusives
from many top artists brought
some new customers to Tidal,
but the nwnber of customers
who were frustrated with the
service's disorganized releases,
childish contractual spills and
pay-only listening strucrure may
overshadow this gain. The only
way Tidal will survive against
other services is ifit locks down its
organizational snags and respects
the conswners of music enough
to get them to switch.
Jay-Z may need
to
reevaluate his goal of putting the
distribution ofmusic in the hands
of the musicians until they learn
how to distribute it properly.
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THE FRAUD THAT SLTERATURE
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Mark Hinds
Asst. Outlook Editor
There
are
a
few
things in life I like to do.
I like to hunt, I like to
fish, I like to eat, I like to
shoot the breeze and, you
know, bullshit.
Speaking of B.S ., this
reminds me of a thought
that popped into my head
recently: what if it's all for
nothing? Bear with me,
this isn't some existentialist
rant. It started as I was
trudging
through
my
excruciatingly boring
8 a.m. statistics class.
I obviously wasn't
paying
attention
because I never do
at 8a.m.
As I was sitting
there, I looked at the
book we were reading
for my American
Literature class.
Every English class I've
ever been in consisted of
listening to the professor
talk about all this hidden
symbolism and meaning
and all that stuff. I sat there
and thought to myself:
what if all that stuff is
just bullshit?
I mean, what if there is
no deep meaning behind all
this stuffi
Sometimes
I
don't
chink there is.
What if old Ernest just
got drunk one night after
an unsuccessful day on the
water and decided to write
about some old man who
catches the biggest marlin
in the history of marlins,
and dies when he finally

gets it back to land? (I do
not really know if he dies or
not, he tastes copper in his
mouth, so I guess he did.
Who cares?)
Maybe the marlin is
not meant to symbolize
Santiago's alter ego, his
rebirth and youthfulness
and all that. Maybe it's
not that deep. What if
the marlin was meant to
symbolize a marlin, hmm?
Let
me give you
another example. In F.
Scott
Fitzgerald's
"The
Great Gatsby," the owl-

because she was perfect honorable and unblemished
and all that. What if Daisy
just liked the color white?
C'mon people.
There are thousands
more
examples
from
literature, especially modern
literature and even art chat I
could go into. Art especially.
All these art critics and
scholars are always talking
about the deeper meaning
and
relevance
in
all
these pictures.
I mean, what if Van
Gogh sat down one day and
said, "Hey, Imma
paint a night sky,
yeah that'd be cool,
I've only got one ear
so I can't fully enjoy
my Spotify starry
night playlist, but
that's ok imma keep
on painting."
I don't think
he was paving the
way
for
expressionism;
I think he was just
looking out the window
one
night
and
said,
"Why not?"
Art for art's sake is
a concept that begs to be
considered in the average
college classroom. Even
if it's just to get guys
like me listening in early
morning classes.
If anything I said in
this article is true, every one
of my literature teacher's
lives have been a lie. That
is a scary thought -- not for
me, but for them. I could
care less, but some of these
people could be making
their living off of total BS.
Scary huh?

I think he was just
looking out the
window one night and
sa1·d, "Why not.~,,

.1

eyed man who chills up in
Gatsby's library is meant,
supposedly, to symbolize
wisdom, and foreshadow the
death that ultimately occurs
at the end of the book (no
spoilers here).
What
if F.
Scott
Fitzgerald just wanted to
put this creepy old character
in the book because he just
had to be there? Think
about it: almost every party
has that one older guy,
creepily hanging out in
the corner. He's like David
Wooderson from "Dazed
and Confused."
Or from the same
book, people say the reason
Daisy had a white car and
wore white all the time was
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I am writing because the article
"Formation or Disorganization?" is
racist and ignorant. The writer does
not seem to understand that, as a
white person, she is not entitled to
always have songs that always make her
feel "empowered." Beyonce is singing
about her culture and the experiences
of the black community, especially
in the south -- experiences that are
extremely relevanJ:.
I am sorry if the writer felt "scared"
to finally see the reality of what black
people in the south have to deal with.
She has no right to comment on the
song because the song is not for her. It
is a song for the black community, and I
frankly do not understand why she was
allowed to write an article expressing
her seriously ignorant opinion.
Then to make it worse, she reduced
Beyonce's incredibly powerful message
about black lives and culture to what
Beyonce was wearing and said, "Jay-Z
should have told her to stop."
Can we please move past
objectifying women and undermining
their legitimate arguments and acting
as though they are subordinate to men?
This blatant lack of understanding of
black culture, women's empowerment
and white entitlement epitomizes
everything that is wrong with Clemson
and the south as a whole.
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Senior center Landry Nnoko (33) attempts to shoot a free throw during a home game. Nnoko has made 63 percent of his free throws this season.

Cle1nsonJs chances of1naking NCAA Tourna1nent disappear
Cole Little
Columnist
For the second time
in less than two weeks, the
Clemson Tigers squared
off against the Georgia
Tech Yellow Jackets on T
uesday night.
Like
the
earlier
matchup, the Feb. 23
game was a virtual must
win for the Tigers in terms
of keeping their NCAA
Tournament hopes alive.
Georgia Tech won Tuesday
night's battle 75-73, all but

popping Clemson's March
Madness bubble.
Continuing the trend
of the past month, forward
Jaron Blossomgame was
Clemson's lone star in the
game, leading the Tigers in
scoring with 22 points.
The
leading
scorer
of the night, however,
was Georgia Tech guard
Marcus Georges-Hunt, who
propelled his Yellow Jackets
to victory with 25 points.
In addition, he secured the
win by sinking two clutch
free throws in the game's

final seconds.
Clemson has now lost
four of its last six games,
a devastating falloff from
its successful January run.
The inconsistency on both
ends of the floor has proved
costly in recent weeks, and it
devastated the Tigers against
the Yellow Jackets.
Leading by nine at
halftime, Clemson seemed
well on its way ro garnering
a much-needed road victory
against a Georgia Tech team,
playing as well as any Atlantic
Coast Conference squad.

However, the Tigers lost all
of their momentum early in
the second half, particularly
on
defense.
Georgia
Tech made just under 60
percent of their shots in
the second half, causing
Clemson to look practically
innocuous defensively.
About
his
team's
defensive woes, Clemson
Head Coach Brad Brownell
told
the
media,
"We
just don't defend like a
high-level team."
While brief, Brownell's
remark rings true, as the

Tigers have been woeful
on defense in recent weeks.
Tuesday night saw Georges
Hunt
attack
the
rim
unmercifully in the second
half and face little resistance.
Another
factor
in
Clemson blowing its halftime
lead was the Tigers' failure
to draw fouls. Shooting only
five free throws in a hotly
contested conference game
is inexcusable. It speaks
to the lackluster effort
of the Tigers against the
Yellow Jackets.
March is nearly here,

and the Tigers are playing
as if the season has only just
begun. It is mind-boggling
how porous the defense
which has been the
lone consistent bright spot
during Brownell's tenure
- has become. It might
be too late in the season to
make major improvements.
As unbelievable as it
seems, Clemson has gone
from being a potential
NCAA
Tournament
dark horse
to
being
NIT-bound
in
a
mere month.

Clemson baseball gears up for James Madison series
Tigers look to co.ntinue winning streak this weekend
Colin Halm
Contributor
After a wild start to the
season against Maine, the
Clemson Tigers Baseball team
looks to take on the James
Madison Dukes.
Last weekend, the Tigers
achieved their first and second
wins in the new Monte
Lee era. After a 4-3 loss on
Opening Day, the Tigers
roared back to beat Maine 9-4
on Saturday, and beat them
again with a whopping 19-2
on Sunday.
The Tigers teed off in their
Sunday win. They had 22
hits by 14 different players
that included a seven-run
fifth inning. Seth Beer, Chris
Williams and Weston Wilson
caught fire and combined for
seven hits, including Beer's
grand slam in the fifth. If they
can keep the bats hot going
into their next series, JMU
won't know what hit them.
Pitching, so far, has been
competent. Charlie Barnes
should start the team's Friday
contest. In his last game, he
pitched 5.1 innings, but gave
up three earned runs.
As Barnes shakes off
the rust from a long winter,
he should be able to go six
or seven innings into his
next start.
Clemson's defense looked
much improved over last year's
unit. The Tigers committed
only rwo errors in their series
last weekend against Maine.
Despite one grievous miscue
in the outfield on Opening
Day, Coach Lee seems to
be working his magic in
that department.

On the other hand,
James Madison has a line
up that puts up runs. The
Dukes have four hitters
who are batting higher than
.266 with at least 6 at-bats.
Kyle McPherson and Chad
Carroll have slugged higher
than .380 and are batting at
least .270.
is
James
Madison
averaging almost five runs
per game, while the league
average is just 3.9. This will
be a challenge this weekend
for the Tigers.
On Friday, the Dukes
are starting Aaron Hoover,
a redshirt senior this season,
looking to go out with a bang.
Hoover is the most
experienced pitcher on the
team and their most effective
weekend starter. Last year, he
pitched to a 6.46 earned run
average (ERA), pitching 76.2
innings and walking only 17
batters while striking out 51.
In Hoover's first start of2016,
he pitched six innings and
only gave up one earned run.
Hoover will be followed
by Colton
Harlow on
Saturday
and
Brandon
Withers on Sunday.
Clemson's
rotation
will feature Charlie Barnes,
Clare Schmidt and freshman
lefty Jake Higginbotham.
In Higginbotham's debut,
he gave up only rwo earned
runs in five innings pitched.
We look for another brilliant
performance
from
the
standout pitcher.
The first game in the
series is slated for 4 p.m. on
Friday. The weekend games
will be played on Saturday at
2 p.m. and Sunday at 1 p.m.

"'?

Sophomore pitcher Charlie Barnes (23) was the starter against Maine on Friday's game at Doug Kingsmore.

Junior catcher Chris Okey (25) had two RBIs and two runs during the three game series against Maine.
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An overview of Clemson's club field hockey team
Ashley Hodge

Contributor
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Originating in England
during the Middle Ages,
Field Hockey is a ten player
contact sport played on turf
or grass. Each player carries
a right-handed stick with an
arc at the bottom; and there
are no left-handed sticks.
The game is fast paced with
much whistle blowing, but
unlike other sports, there
is little stoppage of play
because you can continue
playing after the initial
whistle is blown for a penalty
or rule violation.
The only player who
is allowed ro touch the ball
with any part of their body
is the goalie, so the whistle
is often blown when the ball
hits players' feet and shins.
Clemson offers a club
field hockey team which
competes in the Southern
Division of the National
Field Hockey league.
"People just assume it's
like ice hockey on grass, but
if anything, I would say its
soccer with sticks. On top of
that, when you walk around

campus with your stick,
people look at you like you
are holding a weapon. They
aren't sure what to make of
it," recounts Kim Monturo,
a freshman member of the
club, when carrying her
stick to practice.
to
their
According
organization page,
club
field
hockey
provides
a "competitive and un
environment for women
and men to play ... at the
collegiate level.
Jess Accardi, the team's
president, noted that she
joined "the spring of my
freshman year ... because I
mised playing field jockey
and really wanted to stay
active while at college plus I
wanted to meet more people"
She also highly recommends
the team ro anyone who may
be interested in joining.
There are about 20
members in the club,
depending on the semester,
and typically 15 members at
each practice. Practices are
fun; the group . incorporates
team dinners and outings
to help members feel like
they are actually on a team

like they may have been
in high school. Each year,
the team participates in
two tournaments to give a
competitive feel to the club.
Unfortunately,
given
the circumstances of the
weather last fall, there was
limited field space available
for club sports to practice
and compete this semester.
The field hockey team was
relocated beside the baseball
field at different times each
week, but that didn't stop
the team from showing up to
practice. Practice times were
changed from three to two
days a week, and the team
currently meets on Tuesdays
and Wednesdays from 5:30
to 7 p.m.
Kim Monturo sums
up the team in these words:
"This is a team that wants
you to succeed and will do
anything in its power to
help. It is not a huge time
commitment, and really [is]
just what you put into it."
If you are interested in
learning more about the
club field hockey team, you
can contact Jess Accardi at
jaccard@g.clemson.edu.
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Goldy the Gopher is the official mascot for the University of Minnesota .
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COLLEGE SPORTS
Allison Daniel

Sports Editor
One of the more cuddly
college mascots resides ar
the University of Minnesota
and goes by the name Goldy
the Gopher. This loveable
and approachable mascot
is a hir with kids, but
having a gopher represent
your sports teams is still a
bit strange.
Minnesota has been
known as "the Gopher
State" since the 1850s
when a political cartoon
showed railroad barons as
gophers pulling railway
cars to mock a railroad loan
that opened up the western
United States.
Most of Minnesota's
athletic teams were called the
Gophers by the 1920s, bur it
wasn't until 1934 that the
University of Minnesota's
teams were officially called
"The Golden Gophers."
Minnesota
A
great
sportswriter and broadcaster,
Halsey Hall, was the first
known to use the term.
The head coach at the time,
Bernie Bierman, had chosen
all gold uniforms because
he felt the football blended
with the uniforms and that
made it harder for defenses
to find the ball in play.
It wasn't until 1952 that
the Gopher came alive for
the first time. Jerome Glass,

assistant
band
director,
brought in a wool gopher
suit with a papier-mache
head and asked one of the
band members to wear it.
The name Goldy seems
to have appeared sometime
in the 70s as an adaptation of
the original Golden Gophers
name . The Gopher became
a fixture of the Marching
and Pep bands as one
member wore the suit each
year to every event where
rhey performed.
In the early 1960s,
Goldy was written into the
pre-game and halftime shows
for football games, but the
band member inside the suit
found it very difficult to see
and perform the stunts they
were expected to do.
Most members who
have worn the suit admit
that the eyeholes were
useless and they had to look
out of the mouth to see. For
those members who wore
glasses, it was especially
difficult because the glasses
would fog up due to the
temperature
differential
inside and outside the suit.
One benefit of the costume
is that during cold games,
Goldy is always warm.
Each person who has
worn the suit has developed
a unique personality to
interact with fans. It is
prohibited for a wearer to
remove the head in public

so rhar kids can believe
that Goldy is a real animal,
rather than a student in
a suit.
The design of the
costume
has
changed
throughout the years. Until
the 1970s, the head was
narrow and had a pointy
nose that resembled the
real animal.
In 1972, Goldy began
ro have chubby cheeks
and was comparable to a
teddy bear, which drew
kids to him ar events. In
1985,
a
fierce-looking
rodent replaced rhe friendly
character in an attempt
ro make the sports teams
appear more aggressive.
That design did nor last
long, and Goldy became
a
kid-friendly
mascot
once again.
Since
the
1980s,
Goldy has been used by the
University of Minnesota
for numerous events. Due
to the busy schedule, the
administration began to
host school-wide tryouts so
numerous students could
be the mascot and attend
all events.
Anyone who portrays
Goldy remains anonymous
throughout
their
time
as the mascot and are
officially
recognized
as student. athletes due
to their hard work and
time commitment.

Clemson's club field hockey team competes in the Southern Division of the
National Field Hockey League.
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Returning shows that you should keep an eye on
Cody Smoldt / / Contributor
"11.22.63" [Hulu]
This latest Hulu original series is based
on a novel by Stephen King and stars James
Franco as Jake Epping, a time-travelling
high school English teacher who returns to
the 1960s to prevent the assassination of
John F. Kennedy. New episodes are available
every Monday.

"American Crime Story:
The People vs. O.J.
Simpson" [FX]
The latest anthology from Glee and
American Horror Story creator Ryan Murphy
stars Cuba Gooding Jr. as retired NFL
running back O.J. "The Juice" Simpson who
faces trial for the alleged murders of Nicole
Brown Simpson and Ronald Goldman. New
episodes air Tuesdays at 10 p.m.

"Better Call Saul,, [AMC]
This "Breaking Bad" spinoff stars Bob
Odenkirk as Jimmy McGill and follows
his descent into Saul Goodman, the

Courtesy of

criminal lawyer who aided Walt and Jesse
in the original series. Jonathan Banks also
reprises his role as the fixer/enforcer Mike
Erhmantraut. Catch new episodes Monday
nights at 10 p.m.

"Bill"ons" [Showtime}
The latest drama from the network that
brought us "Dexter" features Paul Giamatti
and "Homeland" star Damian Lewis, and
examines the high-stakes financial war
between a U.S. Attorney General (Giamatti)
and a wealthy hedge fund manager (Lewis).
New episodes can be seen every Sunday at
10 p.m.

"Broad

City,, [Comedy
Central}

"Broad City" began as a web series
starring Ilana Glazer and Abbi Jacobson
before it was discovered by Amy Poehler,
who signed on as an executive producer and
helped bring the show to Comedy Central.
Now in its third season, new episodes air

emet~eek New York/ Fllckr

this Judd Apatow romantic
comedy
starring Paul Rust and Gillian Jacobs.
The entire first season is now available
for streaming.

Wednesdays at 10 p.m.

"Girls" [HBO}
This dramedy (I hate that word, sorry)
was created by and stars Lena Dunham
and is now in its fifth and penultimate
season. Adam Driver also stars, but
sadly doesn't carry around that sweet
lightsaber. New episodes air on Sunday at
10 p.m. following HBO's newest hit
series "Vinyl."

"Horace and Pete" [Web]
With his hit FX series seemingly on
hold, Louis C.K. released this new web
series, starring himself and Steve Buscemi
as bar owners, on his website with no prior
announcement. New episodes are available
for purchase every Saturday morning at
louisck.net

"Love" [Net:flix]
Netflix continues to add to
ridiculous collection of shows

their
with

'Vmyl" [HBO]
After working together on "Boardwalk
Empire," Martin Scorsese and Terence
Winter team up with Mick Jagger• for
this 1970s rock-and-roll drama starring
"Boardwalk" standout Bobby Cannavale as
Richie Finestra, a record executive working
to keep the label afloat. Ray Romano,
Olivia Wilde and Juno Temple play
supporting roles. New episodes air every
Sunday at 9 p.m.

"The

Walking
[AMC]

Dead"

The biggest cable drama of all time
recently returned for the second half of
its sixth season. Rick's group continues to
struggle to survive in a world ravaged by
bandits and zombies alike. New episodes air
Sunday nights at 9 p.m.

ourtesy of Wikimedia

llama Glazer and Abbi Jacobson star in "Broad City."

James Franco travels back to the 60s for "11,22.63,"

A new season brings a new cast to thefanfavorite show
Matt Spadaro
Contributor

Jeremy Clarkson, Richard
Hammond and James May
are perhaps the most famous
names one could mention
to "gearheads," the name
automotive
enthusiasts
have come to affectionately
embrace. Anyone remotely
familiar with "Top Gear," the
wildly popular program the
three British men presented
for more than a decade, is
also familiar with its untimely
demise last year.
The beloved program,
which was viewed on the
BBC by one of the largest
worldwide
audiences
of
any television show, came
to a halt after front man
Clarkson entered into a
physical altercation with a
producer over an allegedly
non-serious matter.
While the show itself was
not canceled, Clarkson was
fired, which prompted co
hosts May and Hammond
along with longtime producer
Andy Wilman to depart the
show with him.
Fast forward to late 2015
and early 2016, and the
wheels are spinning for both
Clarkson and crew as well
as the BBC. In a highly
publicized,
multi-million

dollar deal, Amazon Prime
Studios recruited the ex
presenters and producer to
film effectively the same show
for the company's Prime
based streaming service.
However, the BBC hasn't
given up on the globally
recognized
nameplate
it
still owns, and there are
some new hosts
being
tapped to bring the program
back to life. Some were
suspected
choices
and
others totally out of left
field
for
many
long
time fans.
As reported by Top Gear's
website, www.topgear.com,
the show's new hosts are
British broadcaster Chris
Evans (not Captain America),
Matt LeBlanc, Chris Harris,
Sabine Schmitz, Eddie Jordan
and Rory Reid. The latter
two names may be less known
to the international audience,
but are well known F 1
and automotive journalists
respectively.
Many
will
recognize
Sabine Schmitz, the blonde
Niirburgring
"queen,"
featured
multiple
times
in
segments
with
the
original crew.
Rounding
out the famous-in-Britain
contingent
are
Chris
Evans and Chris Harris,
famous
for
radio

hosting in
the
United
Kingdom and for having
a
popular
YouTube
channel, respectively.
A
slightly
out-of-left
field choice for many was
Matt LeBlanc; beloved for
his role as Joey Tribbiani
in the long-running sitcom
"Friends," LeBlanc is a
known car enthusiast but
likely a surprise pick for
fans of the series.
Many outlets have already
circulated images and articles
of the new crew filming,
meaning that we could see
new episodes of "Top Gear"
fairly soon, following a period
of uncertainty regarding the
brand's future.
What
is
certain,
however,
is
that
Clarkson, Hammond and
May (along with producer
Wilman) will certainly give
even five hosts a run for their
money in ratings.
Further, if we know
anything
about
the
original boys and the fact
that they're publicly friends
with many of the new hosts,
fans of both programs
are surely in for some
tongue-in-cheek references
both on screen and on
social media. Lookfor bothsho
ws to premiere sometime
in 2016.

Matt LeBlanc (above) and Chris Evans will host the latest season of"Top Gear."
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TIMEOUT

Myra Hutto
Asst. TimeOut Editor
As midterms approach, the days
where I can start studying continue
dwindling away.
Remember, pain is temporary;
GPAs are forever. There may be a
reason the word studying ends in
"dying," bur if you follow these tips,
your midterm week will be a little
less stressful.

Study (and flirt): Clemson has
great Supplemental
Instruction
(SI) leaders and Teaching Assistants
(TAs), and both are always helpful.
You may be tempted to skip out on
that review session, but this could
be a huge mistake. Most of the time,
these sessions cover the main exam
topics and are a great way to review
on the eve of a midterm.
Also, this is a great opportunity to
talk to your crush in class. Ask them
to join your study group because

THE TIGER

talking to other people and getting
them to explain the material may be
easier to understand than looking
through your old notes.

technology doesn't get in the way.
You can look through pictures of
the good-looking baseball team later.
Right now, it's study time.

Enjoy the silence: If you aren't
attending a study session, find a quiet
place where you can stay focused and
uninterrupted Cooper Library
is the best place to go for studying.
The silent zone will become your
best friend before midterms. Grab
a cocoon and a comfortable chair
and just camp out in the library
basement for a while. Your dorm
room or apartment may seem like a
great place to go, bur there are always
distractions there.

Meet with yout professor: Stop
by office hours - they are there for a
reason. You may be surprised at how
much your professor is willing to share.
They are there to help you learn, so rake
advantage of them! Remember, there
is no such thing as a stupid question.
Cram effectively: Don't wait until

the night before your exam to begin
studying for it. Setting aside study
time, reviewing notes from class
and planning early will help you feel
prepared. Your brain gradually stores
up information, so just studying the
material for an hour or so every night
will help greatly when midterm time
comes. But if you must cram, focus
on main points instead of details,
and memorize key words to jog
your memory.

Go off the grid: Facebook,
Pinterest, Instagram and Twitter
are all distractions. So while you're
studying, disconnect for an hour
or so. Put your phone on airplane
mode and you will be surprised by
how much you can accomplish when

Take a break: A 12-hour marathon
study session won't do anything but
make you crazy. Instead take study
breaks every hour or so, even if it's
only for IO minutes. Also, leave your
study area when you do. Take that
break to go to Java City, or make a lap
around the library; it's great exercise
and you never know who you will run
into there!
Sleep. A lot: Being sleep deprived
before an exam is not going to help,
so make sure you get your daily
recommended eight to nine hours
of sleep a night. You won't be able
to concentrate on studying for your
test if you're constantly drifting off
to sleep.
Music: Music is really important
to get you in the mood to study. Pick
music that makes you feel happy and
productive. Personally, I'm a "Disney
Children's Radio" person on Pandora.
Nothing gets me in the mood to write

Across
1 - Quickly, quickly;
5 - Faint;
10 - Attention getter;
14-Entr'_;
15 - Capital ofEgypt;
16 - _Rooter;
17 - Freeway access;
18-Attorney_;
19-Zenoof_;
20 - Get ready;
22 - Quadrilles;
24 - Movie critic Roger;
26 - "That_ hdp";
27-Womb;
30 - Listened;
32 - Low cards;
33 - Bellshaped flower;
34 - Countess's husband;
38 - Suffer;
39 - Himalayan peak;
42 - Arctic explorer John;
43 - Georgetown player;
45 - Naturalness;
46-Extent;
48 - Rupture;
50- Break;
51-Hdp;
54 - You can get a rise our
ofit;
56 - Advisory body;
58 - Engage in textual
misprision;
62 - Fruitfilled pie;
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Midterm Edition

► going tibia ok. You are smart!

Anatomy and Physiology exam: it's

13 - Raise a glass to;
21 - Misuse;
fl~~: PISCES
there;{~
23 - Neither here
· Feb. 20 - March 20
25 - Parched;
27 - Bryce Canyon site;

~

ARIES
March 21 - April 20

33 - Meadowlands;
35 - ''.Artaxerxes" composer;
36 - Tom clothing;
~
""
37 - Dregs;
.' >
40 - Upright;
41 - Lock ofhair;
~
44 - From within;
47 - Girl on film;
49 - Trojans' sch.;
50 - Elevated;
51 - Take the role of;
52 - Italian white wine;
53 - Less doubtful;
.,·'r<:..""
55 -Act badly;
,
57 - In _ land;
59 - Historical periods;
~
~
60 - Type of DA;
61 - Poor grades;
.. ~Ir'\..
64 - Tic_toe;

TAURUS
April 21 - May 20

GEMINI
May 21 - June 21

►

You should be studying for an
upcoming exam, but instead find
your future husband on the baseball
team.

►

Always remember: Mondays you
whine, bur Fridays you wine.

►

You are capable of more than you
know, so don't stress.

►

Passing this exam is not impossible
because the word itself says I'm
possible .

.1 \

."

~~

2 - Surgery reminder;
3-Look__, I'm Sandra Dee;
4 - Spicy hot;
5 - Frightens;
6 - Faucet stuff,
7 - Black gold!;
8 - Unwritten;
9 - Currently;
10 - Go before;
11 - Mends a shoe;
12- Severe;

63 - The Younger and The
Elder;
65 - Scottish Gaelic;
66-Affirm;
67 - Having wings;
68 - Fredancer's encl.;
69 - Blood fluids;
70- Tied;
71 - Grounded fleet;
Down
1 - Seniors' org.;
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LEO

July 23 - Aug. 23

VIRGO
Aug. 24 - Sept. 22

Sept. 23 - Oct. 23

►

►

►

►

Oh you made an 86? Here you can
wipe your tears with my 48.

It's OK if you don't know what
your grades are and that you are
afraid to look.

When you're to the point where
you're calm, it's time to start
worrying about if you're calm
because you are confident or
because you don't care.

Whatever you do, don't drop
that GPA!
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SCORPIO
Oct. 24 - Nov. 21
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June 22 - July 22
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CANCER

►

After an exam, it's time to go
home, cuddle with your blankie
and cry.

en
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Happy midterm week, and may
the curve be ever in your favor.
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Don't Panic: Finally, relax!
You're going to do great. It's not
going to help to stress about the
exam. Just remember you are
smart because, after all, you are at
Clemson University. Make Cooper
your best friend, and you will
fly through midterms without
any problems.

Jan. 20 - Feb. 19

~.

8
8

for nothing. Java City is your go to
for all of your caffeine needs. White
Mochas are my lifeline when I need
to stay awake to study, or go for an
Eye Opener.

AQUARIUS
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28 - Threesome;
29 - Hard to hold;
31 -.Waiting for the Robert

SUDOKU
3

Get a cup ofjoe: God did not give
us coffee beans and espresso shots

HOROSCOPES:
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a paper or study for an exam like
the "Tarzan" and "The Lion King"
soundtracks. Plus listening to a song
on repeat while studying a specific
subjecthelps with recall.
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SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

►

Use the promo code NETFLIX to
get 50% off your next exam.
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CAPRICORN
Dec. 22-Jan. 19

►

Midterms are here, and I haven't
even ordered all of my
books yet.

Horoscopes by: Myra Hutto/ Asst. Timeout Editor

Disclaimer: The Tiger does not support underage drinking
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The Silence of the Trustees
In its recent report on confronting the history of Clemson University, the Board of Trustees,
retreating from its earlier acknowledgement of the "repugnant" views of Ben Tillman, decided
to remain silent before the fact that our most iconic building bears the name of a murderous
racist. "The Board is bound to comply with existing law and therefore name changes were not
considered." Where the Faculty Senate, numerous former Faculty Senate Presidents, the
Graduate Student Senate, an advertisement signed by over a hundred faculty and staff,· editorials
and letters to the editor of various newspapers, and demonstrations by hundreds of students,
staff, and faculty called for action regarding the official name of the building, the Board decided
instead to dismiss those concerns in a single sentence. In general, this is the kind of report one
would expect from an insular and non-transparent process. And we are disappointed
that the President appears to be entirely in accord with it. The Board could have chosen
creative action. It could have formally asked the South Carolina General Assembly
to reconsider the terms of the Heritage Act of 2000. It could have recommended that the name
"Old Main" be used by members of the community. It could have used that name itself in its report.
However, the Board seems entirely untroubled by the fact that its central building is associated
with a man who participated in the Hamburg Massacre and once said before the' United States
Senate, "We of the South have never recognized the right ofthe Negro to govern white men, and
we never will. We have never believed him to be the equal of the white man, and we will not
submit to his gratifying his lust on ou·r wives and daughters without lynchfng· him."
.
.
.'

We, the undersigned, find the Board's actions to be a betrayal of the University, its Core Values,
and the community. It is a setback for the attempt to heal the racial divide that so often
characterizes our campus. Those who look upon Clemson, at home and across the nation,
will have no choice but to see the Board's inaction for what it is: a refusal to confront the racial
history of Clemson in one of its most violent figures.
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